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Abstra-st

The method of using a square-loop magnetic core

as storage element of high information density

is investigated with emphasis on the memory of

decimal numbers. A non-destructive readout for

sensing the storage is presented. Also, how to

apply the decimal magnetic storage device in

pulse. counting and simple ari thmati c operations

are discussed.
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I. Introduction

Square-loop core has long been used as binary element in the

control, communication and computing systems for years. Only in the.

last decade, its application has been extended to multilevel storage,

which is effected by changing the flux level in the hysteresis loop

of the core. This chapter gives a brief review of the development of

multilevel core counters and explains the aims of the project.

'1.1 Manetic core characteristics

Magnetic core material which exhibits a rectangular hysteresis

loop (Fig.1-1) has two unique values of flux at zero applied field,

+ir and -fir, called remanence or residual flux. These are the binary

states of the core. The positive remanence .+(Dr may be designated as

the binary 1, or set state and -0 as the binary 0 or reset state.

To change the remanence, a field, called coercive force Hc, must be

applied in reverse. A core can then be switched from one' state to the

other by applying a current pulse through a winding wound on the core.

The dynamic path during the switching are indicated by the dotted line:

'rabs' and 'scdr' in Fi.g.l-1. The nearly horizontal paths 'ra' and

fact are traversed during the rise time of the applied pulse and the

paths' bs' and' dr' during the fall time. Hence, it can be seen that

the nearly vertical paths, which give rise to most of the flux reversal,

take up the most of the switching time.

The rectangular-hysteresis-loop core is very useful as -storage

element. Because of its two distinct remanent states of magnetization
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which provide bistable operation, it has been used in digital

computation and control. However, the characteristic of rectangular

hysteresis magnetization is not only its capability of handling

binary information but also its volt-time integral determined by

the swing of flux level in the hysteresis loop. This integrating

capability has been utilized in development of multilevel counters.

1.2 Brief review of the development of multilevel magnetic core counter

The idea of multilevel switching was started in 1952 by Duff ing-

Tschermarkl, and further by Pittman(1955)2

. Its application lication in pulse

counting was then exploited by Schaeffer(1958)3, Sakurai-Tanaka(1959) 4,

Hardiest 1 5' Nisbet 1 60 6 Freeman 1 62 7 Garter-Knoke (19 62 8

Rozenblat(1966)9, Ho(1968)10, Ho(1971)11 and Rozenb.lat-Fedin(1973)12.

Consider the -hysteresis characteristic shown in'Fig.l 1. The

flux swing from + s to s in response to an applied voltage V is

exactly related to a volt-time integral. If the core has a winding

ofNturnsandthewindingresistanceissmall,thecorefluxisthen

givenby:
_I V d t (1-1)(1) 8 2N

which shows that the core integrates the input voltage with respect

to time until a definite value of the integral is attained, at which

time it saturates.

Suppose the input consists of a series of unidirectional pulses

of equal volt-time area, then a fixed number of such pulses, say n.

pulses, will be required to drive the core from negative to positive

saturation, i.e.



n

2N s l v dt (1-2)
1 t

where At is the duration of the voltage pulse.

With this fundamental concepts, Fittman'- built a circuit as

shown in Fig.l-2, in which transistor T1 is activated by the input

pulses Vin at a fixed frequency and thus switching the core from

negative, saturation to positive saturation. Transistor T2 is used

for resetting the flux instantly to negative saturation from positive

saturation. During the resetting, a voltage pulse is obtained at the

output terminals (Fig.l-3).

11L. 1958, Schaeffer slightly modified the circuit of Fig.l-2 and

applied it ift event counting for earth satellite3. Later, H.ardies

made a further investigation of its capability of time delaYs5. In

1960, Nisbet proposed a magnetic decade counter yet operating in the

same principle (Fig.1-4), except that the core is energized in one

direction by discharging a counting capacitor and then the other.

direction by discharging a reset capacitor. His circuit however

has a limitation in counting speed due to the time required for

re charging the caDacitors.

In 1962, Freeman improved the reliability and operating range

of previous magnetic counters by adding a pulse forming circuit

(Fig.l-5)7, which provides the required constant volt-second pulse

to the counter regardless of the characteristics of the input pulses

The pulse former uses a core identical to the eounter core.

The drawback of the foregoing circuits is that there are too

many operating windings on the rectangular hysteresis loop core

besides the output winding, which makes it unattractive in production.

4
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Then, Ho developed a simpler circuit (shown in Fig.l-6) by removing

some windings on the core but still maintaining the same performance.

Also various methods have been proposed for improving the

linearity in magnetic switching. For example., Hardie s in .19595 used

bipolar write pulses and Hozenblat in 19669 introduced positive feed-

back to compensate the nonlinear effect in magnetic switching. How-

ever, the proposed schemes are found not sufficiently effective and

are too complicated for use in systems which contain a large number

of core counters.

However, all counters have one common feature that is the counter

core is driven in a number of discrete steps from negative to positive

saturation by a series of unidirectional. pulses of equal volt- rime.

area. After the magnetic state has reached the positive saturation,

the core is immediately reset to the negative saturation. During the

resetting operation, the input pulse cannot be applied,. i.e., the

resetting interval must be shorter than the idle period between two

input pulses. This results in limiting the counting speed. Also, the

rapid change of flux from positive to negative saturation will induce

a large e. m. f. in the input winding, thus the transistor used must be

able to withstand the high peak voltage.'. These drawbacks had been

remedied by Holl in 1971. He made use of a flip-flop incorporated with

a centre tapped winding to energize the core such that a stepwise

magnetic flux is built up in one direction and then reversed in the

other direction after reaching saturation. By doing so, the counting

capability of the core and the speed are increased. Present

investigation is an extention of Ho's work.
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1.3 Object of the research

The aim of the project is to find a decimal -counter which can

verform the following:

(1) Reversible counting

So far no multilevel magnetic counter are able to perform

reversible counting because of the difficulty in reversing the path

of the hysteresis loop. For binary mode of operation, this problem

does not. exist as the core only changes its states between two

remanences. Hence, the primary aim of the project is to find a method

for reversible counts.

(2 Nondestructive readout

The readout method is a difficult problem for multilevel magnetic

counter since the information on the state of count is contained in

the magnetic flux-of the cores. When the transfluxor is used as count-

ing core, the readout circuit can be connected to the small aperture 129

13 and an induced voltage proportional to the change of the flux level

is obtained. However the transfluxor is an expensive core compared

with the toroid. For the sake of economy, we want t0 study whether

a nondestructive readout can be arranged for an ordinary toroidal

core.

(3) Arithmatic operation

A proper interconnection of decimal magnetic counters can perform

arithmatic operation such as addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division.
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II. Direct Storage Of Decimal Number

Although binary number system is well developed, it is by no

means the best number system for machine computation. This chapter

explains why the decimal system is the most .suitable one for machine

calculation and also introduces a circuit for storage of decimal

number.

2.1 Reasons for the choice of decimal number system

Although nowadays computers and electronic calculators are

operated with systems in binary nature, it is by no means that

binary is the only possible system for *development of these machines,

One should remember that the steps that lead to the present state of

binary system development are:

1) the purely philosophical logic concepts of true and false,

2) the mathematical foundations by Boole14,

3) the establishment of a switching theory by Nakasima'. and

Shannon16 based on Boole's mathematical foundations.

In addition, because of the availability of binary switching device

which is assumed inexpensive and reliable, it gives an impression

that there is no prospect of developing comparable decimal or other

radix devices. The binary representation has thus been universally

employed, no matter what the radix choice (ternary, quinary, octal,

decimal, etc..) is for a particular machine.

However, before one is satisfied with the well established

binary system, one may better ask himself if it is the most efficient

number system. This question may be separated into two parts:
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1) Which number system will require a minimum number o storage

equipment in order to reDresent a given number?

and 2) Which number system will perform the simplest arithmatic

operation?

To answer the first part, it has been presented by several

authors 17,18 that the amount of equipment, E, required to store

a number N -rm in an r-radix system is proportional to r, i.e.

E =c r. m (2-la)

Where c is a proportional constant.

In N
Substituting in (2-1a) for m

In r

In N
E =c r (2-lb)

ln r

Differentiating (2-lb) with respect to r, we obtain a minimum at

r= e 2( 2.718. Integral, radices only are of practical interest.

The number 3 is nearer to e than 2. Table 2.1 shows the amount of

equipment required to store an arbitrary number N= e30 (which is

chosen for convenience of calculation) and apparently, ternary

system is favourable. However, since the decimal system is used in

the majority. of computer input-output devices, it is easily shown

that the ternary system is one of the least efficient number systems

for such applications, because the ternary-coded decimal utilizes

only 37 percent of the available states (10 out of 33) as compared

to the BCD where 10 out of 16 states are used. Further, equ. (2-la)

was formulated on the assumption that there would be no multi-state
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storage elements available except the binary ones. If multi-level

switching devices are developed, such an argument will no longer

hold. In fact, the development of a particular computing machine is

based on the technique of conversion of decimal to a certain radix

and that radix to decimal (e.g. decimal to binary and binary to

decimal). Because of such conversion, it requires many storage

elements which are necessary unless direct computation with decimal

system could be established.

Tabla 2.1 Total number of storage equipment required to store

a certain number for various radix( calculRtion is

based on an assumed number N= e30)

in NIn N
ErIn rr

Iln rIn r

2 880,693 44
Minimum1.099 28 843

22 881.3864
1.609 19 955

6 17 1021.792

1.946 16 1127
8 2.079 12015

2.197 14 1269
10 2.303 14 140,

11 2.398 13 143

12 2.485 13 156

13 2.565 12 156

14 2.639 12 168

15 2.708 12 180

16 2.773 17611

17 2.833 11 187

18 2.890 19811

19 2.944 20911
20 2.996 22011
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As to the aritnmatic operation, any numoer system can pert orm

it well, since they all follow a few simple rules of their own.

Taking addition as example, in the decimal system, where there are

ten symbols, if the addition of two symbols is greater than 9 then

a digit is carried to a higher order of ten. The game applies to

ternary and binary numbers-, where there are only three and two

symbols respectively. The tables for decimal, ternary and binary

additions are shown in Table 2.2

However, one may immediately notice from the tables that. only

the decimal system can give the direct answer of sums while the

others need encoding and decoding process in the computation when

same answer as that obtained by decimal system is desired. Thus the

choice of decimal system seems to be the best.

2.2 A magnetic decimal counter

As already mentioned in the Introduction teat the square

hysteresis loop core, has been used by many people 1-11 as a device

for storing and counting because of its unique volt-time integrating

property. The early types of counter have only the ability to

count-up or down, i.e., the core is driven from the negative

saturation to positive saturation by a series of unidirectional

pulses of equal volt-time area (Fig.2-1). After reaching the positive

saturation, the core is reset to the negative saturation. The long

resetting time from one saturation state to the other during which

no data can be applied and the large induced e. m. f. due to the rapid

change of magnetic flux are the main disadvantages of these counters,

It was in 1971 that Ho designed a counter which has the ability of
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Table 2.2 Addition tables for decimal, ternary and

binary number system

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 20 8 963 4 5 7
1 21 6 8 9 103 4 5 7

2 2 6 8 10 113 4 5 7 9
8 9 10 11 123 4 5 6 73

6 8 10 11 12 134 5 74 9
6 8 9 10 11 12 13 145 75

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 156 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 167

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 178

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1899

(a) Addition table for decimal number system

000 001 002 010 oil 012 020 021 022 100

000 000 001 002 010 011 012 020 021 022 100

001 001 002 010 011 012 020 021 022 100 101

002 002 010 011 012 020 021 022 100 101 102

010 010 011 012 020 021 022 100 101 102 110

011 011 012 020 021 022 100 101 102 110 111

012 012 020 021 022 100 101 102 110 111 112

020 020 021 022 100 101 102 110 111 112 120

021 021 022 100 101 102 110 111 112 120 121

022 022 100 101 102 110 111 112 120 121 122

100 100 101 102 110 111 112 120 121 122 200

(b) Addition table for ternary number system

0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001

0000 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 o11c 0111 1000 1001

0001 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010

0010 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011

0011 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100

0100 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101

0101 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110

0110 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

0111 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 10000

1000 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 10000 10001

1001 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 10000 10001 10010

(c) Addition table for binary number system
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both count - up and count - down , thus eliminatingthe disadvantages

mentionedabove . The circuit is shownin Fig . 2 - 2 .

2 . 2 . 1 The operation

The operation of the circuit can be briefly zllustratea as

follows( referringto Fig . 2 - 2 ) : assumethat in the quiescent

condition , the core is initially placed at the negative saturation ,

transistorW . 1 is saturated( VC 1 = 0 ) Q 2 is cutoff( VC 2 = VC ( off ) )

and is Cutoff *

Now if a positive rectangularpulse of ampiizuae vin is applies

to the base o . - L 0 transistorQ 3 at t = tl , the diodeD 1 connectedtc the

collector of the ON transistorWl will be the first to conduct while

D 2 remainsnon - conducting. ' A current, i 1 , thus starts to flow through

the left windingNi , Dl and transistor0 . l . This currentcau es ' a

voltage drop V . to appear in the winding N which consistsof the

dcT) and the IR drop on the windingresis Lance .
inducede . m. f . V ind( - N 1 and) andtheIRdroponthewindingresisance.

If the winding resistanceis small and the core is not saturated, it

can be noted that Vs Vind vcc . By the action of centre tapring

( N 1 = N 2 ) , the inducede . m . f . vind appearsalso in the windingN 2

The polaritiesof the inducede . m . f . is indicatedin the circuit of

Fig. 2 - 2 .

Let the potentialat the emitter of transistorw . 3 be vE 3

( Vind + VDl ) . The potentialat point A 2 is then equal to VE + Vind

Diode D 2 now conductsand it brings the collectorvoltage of Q 2 to

a higherpotentialof a value given by VE 3 + Ving - VD ( where VD is the
3 + Vind

voltagedrop across the diode D 2 , = VD 2 ) . This voltagewill terminate

at the time t 2 ( Fig . 2 - 3 ) when the input Vin ceases, and the collector

voltageof Q . , will then return to Vc ( nff ) • Duringthe pulsing
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period, from t1 to t2 , Q4, remains in saturation.

For each input pulse Vin, there will be. a corresponding change

of flux level in the core. For instance, the first pulse Vin brings

the flux to level 'l' and after its termination at t=t2', the flux

remanence in the core is obtained corresponding to 'l' as shown in

Fig.2-4. The change of flux in response to the applied voltage pulse

Vin is given by (Appendix II equ.AII-8):

(2-2)

where Vs is the voltage drop on the winding Nl

rs is the winding resistance,

R2 is the effective loading of the core (=RB RC+ rs),

Ho is the threshold force closely related to.Hc,

and is the mean length of the core.

Further application of the input pulse Yin with the same duration.'

will switch the. flux level to '2' and brings.the magnetization of

the core one step nearer to the positive saturation. The number of

pulses n that will change the core flux from negative saturation

-s to positive saturation +s is given by (Appendix II equ.AII-10)

(2-3)
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where T=t2-tl-t4-t3=... is the duration of the input pulse,

and SR is the squareness ratio of the core. The second

term in the denominator is the magnetic flyback flux

associated with the termination of each input.

At the nth pulse,. the flux reaches to the positive saturation

and the inducted e. m. f. Vind across the windingN1 collapses. The

collector of the transistor Q1 will be approximately equal to

(Appendix II equ.AII-11):

(2-4)

where rCE(sat) is the saturation resistance of the CE

junction of transistor Ql,

and vHE(sat) is the saturation voltage of tine HE juncticn

of the switching transistor Q3.

This voltage will cause Q2 to conduct and forces the flip-flop to

flip over. The magnetic core is now excited with the winding N2

(Fig.2-2). For the n+1th to 2nth input pulses, the magnetic core is

driven from t -s and the corresponding changes of flux are

also in steps as shown in Fig.2-4. The flip-flop will flip over

again at the end of the 2nth pulse. Hence, the total number of

pulses that can be stored in the counter is equal to:

(2-5)
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2 . 2 . 2 The performance

Measurementsof the circuit of Fig . 2 - 2 were obtainedon two

kinds of magneticmaterials, PermalloyG and F , together with the

following circuit parameters :

350 turns( s . w . g . 38 ) for G core
NI= N 2Rc= 1 . 1 Kvm 5 v

400 turns( s . w . g . 38 ) for F core

9 . 4 ohm for G core
Vin= 5 V rRB= 8 . 2 K 10 . 7 ohm for F coreS

Transistors( Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 ) : 2 N 4127

Diodes( D 1 , D 2 ) : OA 47

Core dimensions: Inner diameterdi - 12 . 7 mm

Outer diameterdo a 19 . 0 mm

Height h = 6 . 3 mm

Mean length e = 4 . 99 cm

Core characteristics:

2 . 39 x 10 - 5 weberfor G core
Saturation flux s

weber for F core2 . 70x 10

0 . 950 for G core
Squarenessratio SR

0 . 9286 for F core

Thresholdforce Ho = 40 A / m for both G and F core

Fig . 2 - 5 showsa plot of the input False width ( T ) againstthe

reciprocalof the correspondingstored number ( 1 / 2 n ) in the counter

for both PermalloyG and F cores . It was found that the PermalloyF

core having a larger saturationflux Is , less squarenessratio SR

( hence larger magneticflyback flux ) and more winding wound on it ,

requires a larger pulse width than the G core to store the same

number in the counter .
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T Fig.2-5 Input pulse width (T) against the

S
reciprocal of stored numbers (1/2n)
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F core
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G
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For the sake of comparison of the experimental and the theoretical

results, equ.(2-5) can be rewritten as:

(2-6)

where is the slope of tre straight line,,

is the y-intercept,

and is a circuit parameter.

Substituting the data given in the previous page into (2-6) yields:

for the G core counter (2-7a)

for the F core counter (2-7b)

The corresponding experimental results are:

for the core counter (2-8a)

for the F core counter (2-8b)

The discrepancy between equ.(2-7) and equ. (2-8) is given below.

for G core counter

for F core counter

for G core counter

for F core counter

It can be seen that the SR of Permalloy F core is too low to be used

as a 'multi-level' storage device.
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By choosing a suitable pulse width for decimal storage, the

input voltage Vin, switching current il, collector voltages of

d(I)
Ql and Q2 rate of change of flux and the flux level for both

dt

Permalloy G and F core were measured and then shown in Fig.2-6 and

Fig.2-7 respec-ively.

From these figures, it can be observed that the switching

current increases abruptly at the end of the 5th and the 10th pulses

which corresponds to the collapse of the induced e .m. f. V.

The rate of flux change is consistent during pulsing period

(Fig. 2-6 (e) and Fig.2-7 (e)). A comparison of the theoretical

predictation and the experimental result is given as following:

differenceexperlmentaltheoreticalcore material

+2.0%0.01127 weber/sec 0.0115 weber/secPermalloy G

-5.5%0.00979 weber/sec 0.00925 weber/secPermalloy F

The main reason that F core has a lower switching rate is that the.

number of turns is larger. This linear rate of flux change is a

consequence of the voltage switching under the condition of low

circuit resistance (discussion on this aspect is given in Appendix I).

The magnetic flux flybacks are also noted in the figures for

both materials. Permalloy F has a less square hysteresis loop thus

its flyback effect is more pronounced.

The 10 discrete flux states with 5 on the count up direction

and 5 on the count down direction are noted in the flux display

(Fig. 2-6 (f) and Fig. 2-7 (f)).
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(a)Vin

(b)il

(c)vcl

(d)vc2

(e)

dI

dt

(f)

Fig.2-6 Measured waveform of the Permalloy G

core magnetic decade counter
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(a) V.
in

(b) il

(c) Vcl

(d) VC2

dT
(e)

dt

(f) fi

Fig.2-7 Measured waveform of the Permalloy F

core mainetic decade counter
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The byeteresis loops for both materials G and F during pulsing

ard showu in Fig.2-8 and 2-9 respectively. It should be noted that

the current flowing in the windings was obtined by putting a small

monitoring resistor in each emitter of the transis loops so

a.d.c. componert was imposed in it. However the hysteresis loops so

obtained are atill very impressive.

The stability of the magnetic cunter was found fairly high.

The decimal storage capacity was found to be unchanged after many

hours of comtinuous operation.
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Horizontal: H

187 A/m/DIV

Vertical: 0

o.75xlo-5

weber/DIV

Fig.2-8 Hysteresis loop of Permalloy G

core in decimal storage

Horizontal: H

267 A/m/DIV

Vertical:

o.75x1o-5

weber/DIV

Fig.2-9 Hysteresis loop of Permalloy F

core in decimal storage
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III. Reversible Count Of Magnetic Counter

The magnetic counter considered in the last chapter is a

forward decimal counter. The counter 'runs' for one complete cycle

for every ten input pulses with defined volt-time integral. This

chapter explains how to operate the circuit in reversible counts.

Also, a single stage reversible magnetic counter is constructed.

3.1 Principle of reversible operation

In order to understand the principle of reversible operation

of the circuit shown in Fig.2-2, let us consider its simplified

circuit represented by Fig-3-1 in which transistors Q , Q and Q
1 2 3

are represented by the switches Sl, S2 and S respectively. Battery

with emi ? is.equivalent to the input voltage Vin. An input pulse of

width T applied to the circuit is considered now as closing switch

S for a time of duration T. It is first assumed that switch S1 is

closed, switch S2 is open and the core is at a magnetic flux -car

(Fig.3-lb) which is substantially the same as the negative saturation

-(I)s. Switch S is now closed providing. a pulse current.il. to magnetize

the core in the positive direction. When 'l' is attained (Fig.3-lb)

after a duration of time T. S is opened to terminate the current

pulse. As the current it ceases, a remanence is obtained corresponding

to the flux of point '1' and having substantially the same value.

Assume that S has been closed four times and the flux level '4' is

attained. Now, it is desired to subtract.'one' (or, reversely count

'one') from the content of storage of '4' The way of achieving it

is by the following procedure:
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1 ) Open switch S 1 and close switch 52 so as to providea path

for the flow of currenti 9 which is in oppositionto i 1 .

2 ) Clope switch S once ( with the preset time intervalT ) to

providea currenti 2 to windingN 2 ( Fig . 3 - la ) . The flux in

the core is thus reversedas indicatedby the path ' abcd '

in Fig. 3 - lb .

Close switch S 1 and open switch S 2 again so that the core will

be continuouslymagnetizedby i 1 in the positive direction .

If the magneticswitchingis linear , i . e . , the flux level can

be expressedin the general form :

n 5( 0 ) + n eff

( 3 - 1 )( n )

n 5
( 0 ) + ( 10 - n ) eff

the re n is the stored number,

0 ( 0 ) is the initialflux level( - - r ) , .

Loeff is the effective flux switchingfor each input ,

The flux level correspondingto the storage of ' 4 ' will come down t a

that correspondingto the storageof ' 3 ' .

It is worth to note that in changingthe I circuit state ' once

( i . e . , the interchangeof the switchingconditionsof S 1 and S 2 )

the states in the core are changed into the complementof the original

statesautomatically. Take the storageof ' 4 ' as example( Fig . 3 - 1 b ) ,

when S 1 is closed, the flux remanenceof ' 4 ' is at point ' a ' . After

S 1 is openedand S 2 is closed, the remanence' a ' becomesthat of

storage' 6 ' , becauseon applyingthe 7 th pulse , the flux in the core

moves down to point 17 ' yielding a correspondingvalue of remanence' d '
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Based on this idea, a way of subtraction (or, reversible count) is

obtained, and its process can be illustioned as follows (for

decimal operation).

step circuit condition content (change of flux leve)

1. Reset
0

2. Input A pulses A

3. Change circuit state' 10-A

4. Input B pulses (10-A) + B

5. Change ' circuit state'
10-[(10-A)+B] = A-B

The above illustration applies to one single counter only. It is also

assumed that both A and B are less than 10. several of this counter

are cascaded to form register of many digits, negative sign can be

generated to indicate negative numbers are obtained in the subtraction

(or, reverse count).

The ideal changes of flux level in the core for the decimal digit

and its corresponding complement aro indicated in Fig.3-2a. The actual

changes of flux states are shown in fig.3-2b. The difference in the

flux level of a digit and its complemen',says, , is due to the

non-ideal characteristic of the magnetic core.however, the complement

theory of reversible count is still valid as long as is a constant

(which is a consequence of the build-up of magnetic flux in equal

ateps,i.e. the linear magnetic switching).
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(a) (b)

(a) Simplified circuit for the magneticFig. 3-1
counter of Fi.2-2

(b) Change of flux level in the hysteresis loop

5
5

4 :66 64

377 3

2
88 2

1
1 99

0

(a) ideal (b) actual

Fig-3-2 Change of flux level in response

to number of pulses
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3.2 Problem of non-linear magnetic switching

The phenomenon of linear magnetic switching described in the

last section depends on the degree of squareness of the magnetic

core which has a great affect to the reversible counts. A rectangular

core is said ideal if the ratio Br/Bs is unity. However, the present

values readily attainable are in the range 0.90 to 0.96.

uonslaer the flux pattern or a t'ermally k' core ktsr/b8=I5KUs/ 14KCis

=92.9%) shown in Fig-3-3. It is found that:

tot(1)=.tot(2)=1.18x10-5 weber

(1)=0.20x10-5 weberbut

fly(2)=0.15x10-5 weberwhile-

eff(1)=tot(l)-nLoflyk1)=0.98x10' weber

eff2)=tot (2)-nor, (2)=1.03x10' weberbut

Because eff(l) 71 △ eff(2), the reversible count becomes difficult.

As already noted by hozenblat and Fedin12, the main shortcoming of

the usual magnetic counter is the nonlinear dependence of flux

on n, especially if ferrite transf luxors are used as counter core,

Although many methods for compensating this nonlinearity have been

proposed5' 9' 12, they are too complicate to put into practice. Here,

we prefer to choose a core of higher degree of squareness, Permalloy

G core which has B./B,,. a 95% for simplicity.
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fly(2)/(2)

eff(2) tot(2)

fly(1)

tot(1)eff(1)

Fig.3-3 fiux pattern of permalloy F core

Vertical : 0.75x10-5weber/DIV

Horizontal : lOmS/DIV
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3.3 Circuit realization- a single stage reversible magnetic counter

A single stage reversible magnetic counter is given in Fig. 3-4.

The circuit has the following features:

(1) Reset 3 capable to clear the content of the storage in the

core and reset the transistor flip-flop (Q/1 and Q/2 ),

(2) T input a pulse with sharp falling edge applied to the 'T'

terminal will change the 'circuit state',

(3} Output a pulse (width ? C(R/l // R/2)) will be delivered at the

output terminal when the counter count from 9 to 0.

In order to count pulses with arbitrary waveform, a pulse-forming

circuit (PF) must be associated with the counter itself. It is placed

in front of the input of transistor Q. The PF which generates

approprite rectangular pulses with preset volt-time integral consists

mainly a monostable multivibrator. In order to obtain larger operating

temperature range, the magnetic blocking oscillator is. preferable,

but in the research, semiconductor circuit is chosen because of its

high speed and more rectangular output waveform.

The counter together with the PF will be symbolized by Fig.3-5

henceforth.
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+vcc

S

C
xRc PF R R1 1-4

3.
N tpa

Q41 I
N2 DD1

21 D

RB RB

2Q1
RT RT

DDT
T

C
C

T

Fig-3-4 A single stage reversible magnetic counter

C 0/P

T

Fig* 3-5 Symbolic diagram for the reversible coushownin Fig. 3-4 (including the PF)
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IV. Read Out Method

The readout method is a remarkable engineering problem for

multilevel storage in the magnetic core. In this chapter, a short

review of the binary readout method is. given and the difficulties

of extending the idea to multilevel storage is discussed. A new

digital readout method is then formulated and how to implement it

is described.

4.1 Readout concept of binary system

The usual readout for the binary system is accomplished by

applying a rectangular* current pulse to the input winding of the

core in the '0' direction. If the core is in the '1' state, the

current will reverse the flux direction, and the resulting flux

change will induce a voltage in the output winding. If the core

is already in the 101 state, the current will only cause a small

flux change, from (D r to Ts, and then back to r ar as the current

falls back to zero. By discriminating the sense-out voltage, the

storage of 'l' and '0' is distinguished. Fig.4-1 shows a sketch

of voltage waveform on the output winding. This output voltage is

proportional to the rate of flux change. Actually, the distinction-

between the '1' voltage and the '0' voltage, need not be made on

the basis of amplitude alone, but to use a 'strobing' sensing

amplifier which can be gated ON for only a short interval at the

time when the 'l' voltage reaches its peak and when the '0' voltage

is falling. By means of the strobing technique, it is possible to
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achieve a 10:1 amplitude discrimination between l's and 0's that

differ in peak amplitudes by only 3:1 or 4:119. However, the

information stored in the core will be destroyed by the reading

excitation. In order to restore the information, it is in common

practice to reverse the read current (i.e. drive in the '1' direction)

after a readout of '1'. When the cores are arranged in two dimensional

form, where the cores located at the same x or y coordinate are

linked by a x or y selection winding respectively, the restore

20,21
cycle is usually accomplished by reversing the x and y current

Unfortunately, the. core stores '0' originally will go to the 'l'

state after that restore cycle. To prevent this undesired switching,

the Z (inhibit) winding which links all the cores in the core plane

is introduced. During the restore cycle, the Z winding is driven by

a half switching current in such a direction to oppose the switching

if there is a '0' obtained in the previous read cycle.

In order to increase the operating speed of normal memories,

the mentioned readout method which requires an additional restore

cycle is not satisfactory and various non-destructive readout

methods have been proposed 22-30, namely make use of the small

aperture of transfluxor22' 23, disturbing readout24, readout by

radio frequency 25, readout by quadrature fields 26 the use of BIAX

27,28, readout with pulses of short duration 29,30 and the fixed

storages in which the contents cannot be altered electrically but

to perform the mechanical alterations22. However, the simplest

methods that have been developed are not nearly so simple as one

might wish, and N.R.Scott pointed out that the problem of non-

destructive readout has proved to be very thorny3l.
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4.2 Multilevel storage readout

4.2.1 Analogy readout

The straight forward readout method following that for the

binary system is to discriminated the amplitudes of the sense voltage

during the reset of the core to initial saturation from various flux

levels. Using Fig-4-1 as a guideline, the voltages appearing on the

sense winding for various storage, when the core is being read, may

be sketched as shown in Fig-4-2. In principle, a sense amplifier

with certain strobing technique may give a linear output voltage

proportional to the numbers stored, by means of which the stored

information is detected,

However, there are several shortcomings in this method:

(a) There is difficulty in distinction of the voltage amplitudes

between the one and its neighbourhood, especially when they are

affected by some other factors such as noise, uneven winding

distribution, temperature variation etc.

(b) The readout is destructive, unless a restore cycle can immediately

follow the read cycle so as to restore the number in the core. This

method, however, has been found much more difficult than that used

in the binary system.

(c) The readout method may be applicable only for the flux increment

in a way as shown in Fig. 2-1. But for the change of flux stepwise in

up and down direction is shown in Fig.2-4, the method is not suitable,

because the flux levels between a number A and its complement 2n-A

is so close (differ by 6) that they are hard to be distinguished

and so are the amplitude of the induced a .m. f. due to the change of

these two flux levels.
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sense-out

voltage V
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0.10
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time t
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Fig.4-1 Sketch of the 0- and l- voltage waveforms

for binary storage
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0
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Fig.4-2 The readout voltage waveform for multilevel

storage (Ten flux steps are assumed)

time t
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4.2.2 Digital readout

In the case that the core flux changes in steps in both

directions (Fig.2-4), a digital readout may be obtained with a

circuit arrangement as shown in Fig.4-3. A read signal starts a

series of clocked pulses to drive the magnetic counter via an OR

gate in the forward direction as the write pulses. This signal

together with the clock pulses are also fed to a controllable AND

gate, the output of which is used for digital display. When the

storage of the counter is cleared, i.e. the core flux returns to

'0' (Fig.2-4), an output from the counter will stop. the clock pulse

and the controllable AND gate. With such an arrangement, it can be

noted the readout is a complement of the stored number. For instance,

suppose the counter core has a storage capacity of 2n pulses

(cf. Fig.2-4) and a number A is already written in. The required

numbers of read pulses to reset the core is obviously equal to

2n-A which is the complement of A.

4.2.3 Nondestructive readout

4.2.3.1 The principle

The readout arrangement of Fig-4-3 is useful when

subtraction is to be performed by addition of complement. Nevertheless,

the storage in the counter core is destructed. The following

modified idea of 4.2.2 may provide a read-and-restore cycle to the

core. Consider the Fig, 4-4 which shows the counter core is in decimal

operation. Assume that a number '4' has initially been written in.

If an additional 10 pulses of same volt-time integral as the write

pulse are applied to the core, the flux will change around the

hysteresis loop as indicated by the arrow as shown in Fig-4-4.
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Write PulseRead'

Commanding

Signal

Gated
COR

start Magnetic
Clock

Counter

stop

close

Control-

lable
AND gate Complementary

open Output for

digital

display

Fig-4-3 Digital complementary readout arrangement
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At the end of the 10th- pulse, a flux remanence will be obtained

corresponding to the point '4'. Thu: it can be seen that the

original state' 4' is restored.

4.2.3.2 Schematic layout

In order to implement the fore going idea, a schematic

set up is shown in Fig-4-5 which is a modified version of Fig-4-3.

Again, assume that the counter has already been written in by four

pulses. In other words, the flux state of the core is at point '4'

(Fig-4-4)- In order to read this content, a read commanding signal

starts the read pulse generator which provides a series of 10 read

pulses to drive-the counter continuously in the direction as the

write pulses. These read pulses also go to the controllable AND

gate G1. When the core flux returns to 101 after receiving six read

pulses (Fig-4-4), an output from the counter will open the control-

lable AND gate G1 to let the rest of read pulses pass through. The

trailing edge of the 10th pulse will close the AND gate G1. Therefore

the number of pulses that will come out from gate Gl is 10-6=4,

which is the number stored in the counter core. If the complementary

readout is desired, an output may be..obtained from the controllable

gate .G2. (The operation of this gate has already been discussed in

4.2.2,)

4.2.3.3 A complete readout system

Based on the foregoing discussions, a complete readout

system for a four stages magnetic counter is constructed as shown

in Fig-4-6. All stages in the counter are read simultaneously and

are isolated from each other by gates during the readout operation

The readout system consists of the following parts:
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Fig.4-4 Illustration of the read and restore Process
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Fig.4-5 schematic layout for the

nondestructive readout
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Read Read Plse Read plse (R.P.)
Command
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NAME TERMINALS FUNCTION

1 . Read Pulse a . Read Comnand initiatethe R . P . G . by a read

Generator commandingsignal .( R. C. )

b . Read Pulse( R. P. G. ) generatea burst of 10 pulses

oncethe R . P . G . is initiated,( R. P . )

c . MarkerPulse followingthe 10 th read pulse

to indicate the end of read( M. P . )

operation.

d . Reading a logic level to indicate the

read operationis going on .( R)

complementof R , to isolatee . Count inhibit

the counting stages during( R)

the read operation.

pulses arriving at Gi can bea . InputGi ) &2 . Controllable

transmittedto Go only whenAND gate Output( Go )

the gate is opened.( G 1 , G 2 , etc. )

gated input ( AND ) to open theb . Open

gate.

dial inputs OR input to closec . Close

the gate .

3 . LED Indicatora . Inputs to count the number of pulses

( I 1 , I 2 , etc. ) from each controllableAND gate

output ( Go ) and displaythem

numerically.

to clear the countersin theb . Clear

Indicator for the preparation

of next input .
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The readout system operates in the steps given below:

1. READ COMMAND start the readout operation,

close all controllable AND gates,

separate all counting stages

clear the content in the LED Indicator.

2.10 READ PULSES run all counting stages,

open the controllable AND gate with the counter

output,

the gate output (Go) drives the LED Indicator.

3. END OF READ (R) connect all counting stages,

(M.1'.) close all controllable AND gates.

The Read Pulse Generator, controllable AND gate and the LED

Indicator are shown in Fig-4-7, 4-8 and 4-9 respectively.
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V. Application

The circuit de-'eloped in the previous chapter is a basic

component for building up systems. This chapter shows an example

of how to interconnect four stages of such a circuit to form a

reversible 4-digits decimal counter. In addition, the use of the

circuit as registers for simple arithmatic operations is explained.

5.1 A four-stage reversible decimal counter

Using the symbol defined in Fig-3-5, a four-stage reversible

counter is connected up as shown in r'ig.5-1. Each stage has a cycle

of operation for every 10 input pulses. In other words, each gives

an output in response to 10 pulses at its input. The output of a

stage is connected to the input terminal C of the next stage via

an AND gate in series with an OE gate (the operation of each stage

is already given in Chapter II1). Let us define the output from

a stage after a cycle of operation to be a carry since it is

carried forward to the next stage in succession. The reverse

operation of the counter can now be explained as follows: Taking

an example for illustration, assume that the counter has initially

registered 12 counts, i.e. '2' is indicated by stage Al and '1'

by stage A2 (Fig-5-1) and the corresponding flux states of the

cores in these two stages are shown in Fig-5-2(a). It is now

required to reverse the counts by 5 so that the final count is
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Count Inhibit (R) (from Read Pulse Generator)

Count 4C o/rCO0/tORD/n overflowo/F (orCOR IInput AtiA2Al I
TT jT

Read

Pulse

F
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R.

F: forward counting signal

R: reverse countin sigal

Fig. 5-1 A `our stages reversible counter
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12-5-7. The first step is to apply a reverse counting signal to the

stages to alter their circuit States thus changing accordingly their

core flux states to their complements, i.e. the flux level of A 1

changes from '2' to and A2 changes from 11' to 'g-61 where

b is a small difference in flux remanence between a flux level and

its complementary one (Fig-5-2b). Then 5 write pulses aie applied to

drive the counter continuously. This changes the core flux state in

A 1 to '3-(S' and A2 to '10-(Y (Fig-5-2c). Finally a forward counting

signal is applied to the counter to make it ready for forward operation

again. During this' step, the flux state of A 1 becomes at level '7'

and A2 at '0' (Fig-5-2d). The whole procedure may be summarized by the

following table if the small difference in flux remanence between a

flux level and its complementary one, S, is neglected.

Table 5-1

Procedure of reversible operation

counting stages
control signal

AlA2

flux state at '2'flux state at '1'
1. initial count is

' 1 2'

flux state is changed to2. aDolication of a flux state is changer: to

its complementreverse counting its complement

(io 1)signal (10-2)

flux state is changed tono change3. application of

(10-2)+5=8+5=135 write pulses

13>10,a" carry"'i'(10-1)+ '1'4. no signal is

is delivered to A,,applied

.•. 13-10= 3

flux state is changed to5. application of a flux state is changed to

its complementforward counting its comvlement

10-3-710- I(10-1)+l I= 0Fsignal

THE REVERSE-COUNT OY-KATION IS COMPLETED
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5.2 Ari thmati c operation

A bank of the decimal coy nters are be treated as a register,

and with suitable control procedure, arithmatic operations such as:

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division can be performed.

The idea and procedure of each kind of the operation will be discussed

below.

5.2.1 Addition and subtraction

5.2.1.1 basic idea

In performing addition (or subtraction) of two numbers,

the least significant digits are first added Ior subtracted), then

if '.here is any carry (or borrow), it is added to (or subtracted

from) the sum (or difference) of the next more significant digits.

The procedure is carried up to the most significant digits. For

example: 2571+1234-3805 and 2571-1234-1337 is carried out in four

steps.

5.2.1.2 Realization

This kind of operation may be performed by connecting

up several reversible counters of Fig-5-1 in parallel as the example

shorn in Fig-5-3- Each stage in register: B requires a series of 10

read pulses to complete the read-and.-restore cycle. Assume two

numbers (e.g. three digits) are stored in registers A and B respective-

ly, and the content in register B is to be added to that in register

A. This may be done by reading out the content of each stage in

register B and feeding it one by one to the corresponding parallel

stage in register A the addition is thus accomplished. In this case,

register A is used as an accumulator.
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CountInhibit( R )

WriteA 1 Write A 2 Write A 3

overflowfromR . P . G . of

reg. A Count

Input
A 1 A 2

A 3

OR
F

R 1 st M . F . 2 ndM . F .
3 rd M . F .

close close close

GoGoGo

G 1
G 2 G 3

Gi Gi Gi
open open open

OR OR OR

CT CT
CT

o / r o / r

CountInhibit( R )

Write B 1 Write B 2 Write B 3from
R . P . G . of

reg. 3 Count

Input
OR

OR ORC C C
B 1 B 2 B 3o / r o / r o / r

1 st 10 read pulses

2 nd 10 read pulses

3 rd 10 read pulses

Fig . 5 - 3 An examplecircuit for additionand

subtraction of two decimal numbers
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when the subtraction (A-B) is desired, the content in each

stage of register A must first. be changed to its complement and then

carrying out a parallel addition as above. Finally a manipulation is

performed in a way as the reversible counter illustrated in Sec.5.l

in order to obtain the answer.

The above method, however, is inefficient, for it requires

a long time to transfer the data from one register to the other. If

there are m stages in the register, it requires m series of 10 read

pulses to finish the operation since the information is transferred

digit by digit. This is undesirable in machinary calculation, parti-

cularly when two large numbers are involved in the operation.

An alternative circuit that may save a lot of computation

time is shown in Fig-5-4. The operation of this circuit is illustrated

as follows:

(1) The content of each stage in register 1 is readout simultaneously

by a burst of 10 read pulses and is fed to the corresponding

stages in register A.

(2) During the reading process, sucessive stages in register A are

separated from each other by the AN, gates (cf. Fig.4-6) and the

output from the stages (carry) i.s used to set a memory element

(e.g. flip-flop, ff).

C3) The marker pulse following the lO 'read pulse will reset the

memory element and at the same time generate a carry to the

next stage.

Using this method, a computation time of the order of

11 read pulses is required, regardless of the number of stages in

the register. Also, only one read pulse generator is required.
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write A3write A2 tWrte A1

to
c() CR O/r1/Count O/PC oCR CRP A2A1 A3Input A4TTT

A3C'H

ADD

CR
SUB

cIose closecIose
S GGi GG GGGiG-1 .

21
opon

write BWrite B
Mtite B3

C o/pCRo/pCo/pCRC CRc
333231

Count Inhibit(R)

Read Pulse (R.P.)
Read

start
Pulse

Generator Marker Pulse (M.P.)

Reading(R)

ADD is similar to F(the forward counting signal) and SUB to R (the reverse counting signal)

Fig.5-4 Parallel addition and subtraction of two

decimal numbers by two steps method
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The features of the circuit may be summarized below.

1) The corresponding digits of addend and augend are added simultan-

eously and the carry (if any) is stored in a binary storage element

instead of propagated into the next stage, and

(2) a carry pulse is generated and propagated after the parallel

transfer of information by a marker pulse"

Subtraction can be processed in a similar way as that for

addition.

11). 2. 2 Mui ti tali cati on

5.2.2.1 basic idea

b:ul ti pli cati on is carried out by successive addition. For

example: 3x5 can be treated as 3+3+3+5+3 (5 times) which is equal to

15. r'cr a decimal number multiplied by a single digit, such as: 1134

X5, the method is exactly the same, i. e. 1234+1234+1254+1234+1234=

6170. but for multiplication of two decimal numbers (more than 1 digit)

the computation must be carried out in terms of single digit multipli-

cation. For example: 1234 x 246 is carried out as:

1234(1) 1234 x 6

1234

1234

1234

1234

1234

7404

lst partial product, to register--------7404

12340(2) 1234 x 40
12340

12340

12340

49360

2 nd partial product, to register-------49560

3) 1234 x 200 123400

123400

246800

3rd partial product, to register------246800
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'1404

(4) the total product will then be the such

49360
246800of these partial products.

Product 306564

5.2.2.2 Realization

For simplicity, consider first the multiplication of a

decimal number with a single digit. Utilizing the addition circuit

shown in Fig-5-4, a multiplication circuit is connected up as shown

in Fig.5-51a). Register B is used to store the multiplier. Register

used
A is used to memorize the multiplicand. Register C isnto register the

product. 'lhen performing the calculation, a burst of 10 read pulses

is first applied to register B by the multiplicative read pulse

generator(b1.R.P.G.). These pulses will read out the content in

register B and transform it into a number of pulses. Each of these

pulses will activate the read pulse gene rator(R.P.G.) (see Fig-4-7)

which makes the content of register A transfer to register G. After

each transfer, the marker pulse (M.l'.) of R.P.G. will assist the

overflow in any stage in register C to be carried forward to the

next stage (detailed operation is already given in 5.2.1.2).

Now let us define the process of transferring once the

content in register A to register C as the "transfer cycle". Since

the content in register B determines the frequency of transfer of the

content in register A to register Ii, the digital readout of register

B must be regulated such that each digit will follow the transfer

cycle. This is accomplished by feeding the count inhibit (R) signal

back to the M.R.P.G. from the it.P.G. (fig.4-7). This signal will

disable or enable the AND gate inside the M.R.P.G.(fig.5-5b) depend-

ing on the conditions of K.P.G. whether it is in operation or not.
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Using this method, the multiplication time for a decimal numtte r and

a digit may vary from 10 clock pulses (if the multiplier is zero) up

to 100 clock pulses of the multiplier is nine).

For multiplication of two decimal numbers, each has m and

n digits respectively (m for multiplicand, n for multiplier), the

system layout for an arbitrary values m-4, n-2 is shown in r'ig.5-6,

in which register A stores the multiplicand, register B stores the

multiplier and register C memorizes the product. To start the operation,

the M.lt.i'.G. is initiated and register }i is read digit by digit with

the help of the shift register. For the assumed n=2, the shift register

is ireset to 'l 0'. (For n digits multiplier. the shift register is

n-1
preset to' Suppose B. is to be read first. the number1 0 0 U ')

)f times of parallel transfer of content from register A to C (A1C1,

k2+C2,etc.) via AND gates 1,,,5 and tr7 is determined by the content

in B1. When the multiplication between the number in register A and

that in B 1 is completed, the marker pulse (M.l'.) from the M.h.P.G.

will change the state of the shift register from '1 0' to '0 11. This

change produces two effects upon the system, (1) multiplication is to

be performed between register A and X32, (2) content transfer, via AND

gates 2, 4,6 and 8, is one digit shifted to the right of the corres-

ponding stages, i.e. Al C2, A2*C,,etc. (Fig-5-6). So the next 10 read

pulses from the M.R.P.G. will input to B2 and the number of times of

parallel transfer of content from register A to C (one digit shift

forward) is determined by the content of b2. The partial product of

the content in register A and that in B 2 is added to the previous one

(between register A and B1) with one digit shifted forward. The operat-

ion will terminate when each digit in register b k the multiplier) has
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been read and the '1' in the shift register has resumed its original

preset position which accordingly generates a stop signal for the

M.£1..(,..

The multiplication time for this layout will vary between

IOn pulses (if the multiplier is zero) to 100n pulses (if the multiplier

is lon-1).

5.2.3 Division

5.2.3.1 Basic idea

Similar to multiplication, which can be reduced to a series

of additions, division can be reduced to numbers of subtractions.

As discussed by Gschwind22, three kinds of division can be used,

namely, division with test feature, restoring division and non-

restoring division. The idea of division with test feature is

straight forward, the divisor is subtracted from the dividend

repeatedly until the difference is less than the divisor (which

is the remainder). Then, the performed number of subtractions is

the desired quotient. This method, however, requires an expensive

comparator. In the method of restoring division, with no comparator,

the divisor is subtracted from the dividend repeatedly until a

negative number results. The proper dividend is then restored by

the addition of the divisor. The third method anon-restoring

division), however, can save the restoring step by adding the

divisor repeatedly to the negative, one digit shifted forward,

dividend. The number of additions required to obtain a positive

dividend is then the complement of the desired digit in the

quotient. Following is a numerical example of 178_111 for illus-

tration of the procedure of these two methods.
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restoring division non-restoring divisior

178 178

1111. 1 1. 111 1

67 67

2. 111 2. 111 2c2)
AA4 4

3. shit'111 13•
67 l.0440

4. shift 111 1.94.
670 1.0 329

1 .1111 111 1.e5.5.
?18559

6. 111 1.7111 1.26.

107448
1.61111.3111 7.7.

4337

111 1.48.

226

111 1.59.
115

1.611110.

4

it is noted22 that the non-restoring division saves an

average of 2O' of operations than the restoring division. Thus,

our realization will base on the former one. The flow chart for

non-restoring division is shown ir. Fig-5-7.

5.2.3.2 Realization

For simplicity, assume that the dividend is not greater

than ten times of the divisor (just as the illustrated example).

Following the idea shown in rig.5-7, the schematic layout for non-.

restoring division is shown in Fig-5-8. The steps of operation of

the circuit is given as follows:

1. Division start signal--

(i) activiate the Division head Pulse Generator (D.R.P.G.),

(ii) set the dividend register (reg.A) ready for subtraction

and the auotient register (reg.C) ready for addition.
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Start

shift

(dividend and
Dividend Divisor

quotient)
(add 1 to quotient)

0 >0
Ai:swer6hift

(dividend and

0quotient)

Dividend+ Divisor

(sub 1 from quotient

0>0 Answer 0

-o

Checr
YESNO if significant

figures of quotien
is attained

End

Fig.5-7 Flow chart for non-restoring division"
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1. The I).h.P.G. generates:

a) aeries of 10 read pulses--

to read content of reg.B (divi3or register) repeatedly and

transfer parrulle lly to reg.A,

(b) count in!iibit (R)--

to isolate all nniintir.rr nt_Arrc' q

(c) marker pulse (M. P.)--

(i) to add '1' to the quotient register (reg.C) for each

parallel transfer,

to generate the carry pulse for continuous propagation

from stage to stage in register A( the carry fl•om the

last stage Ai i: termed overflow).

3. Overflow from reister A-

( i) Atnn D.h.P.G..

(ii) shift the content in reg.A and U one digit forward

(circuit and discussion about the shift mechanism will

be given later).

4. End of shift from the Shift circuit--

(i) cYange circuit state of reg.A and reg.C (operation of

these registers are changed from ADD to 5ULB and SUB to

ADD),

(ii) re-activiate the D.R.P.G..

5. The D.R.P.G. generates:

(a) series of 10 read pulses--

(same as step 2(a))

(b) count inhibit (H)--

(same as step 2(b)
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(c) marker pulse (M.P.)

(i} to subtract '1' from the quotient register (reg.C) for

each parallel transfer,

(ii) to assist the carry( same as step 1(c)(ii) j.

6. Uverf low from register A

stop the D.1t.P.G..

7. Check if the significant figure of the quotient is attained,

(i) if YEa, division completed.

If NO9 shift the content in reg.A and U one digit

forward (the checking method will not be discussed in

the text).

8. End of shift from the Shift circuit--

( same as step 4)

Using the illustrated numerical example again, i.e.

1784111, the change of flux state in the dividend register (reg.A)

and the divisor register (reg.C) during the non-restoring division

operation is given below.

quotient registerDividend register
L0AlA,A3 11

08.11. enter dividend arid divisor

2. change circuit state of reg.A

09-6 3-6 2-6(giving complements of A z..A,

10s.3. 'parallel transfer of divisor 10-8 4-6

n 21-8 5-8 4-8d.

overflow

2 05 -9 4-6 10-S5. shif t

6. change circuit state of

e b. io S06resister A and register C 5
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A3 A2 Al c4 c3 c1 cl

7. parallel transfer of divisor 6 17 9-8. 1-8

8. 8 27 9-8 2-8

89. 9-8. 3-8

10 0 0 4 9-8 4-8

overflow

11. shift 0 0 9-S.4-o 10-S4

11. change circuit state of

reister A and reister C 10-6 6-8 10-8 1 6 0

13. parallel transfer of divisor 1-0 8-8 1-8 61 1

overflow

14. shift 08-8 `1-8 `10-8 1 6 1

15. change* circui t state of

register --i and register C 9-84-99-810-82 0 9-8 9-8 10-89

9-6.4-b 10-6 la16. parallel transfer of divisor 0 14

9-8 4-8 10-8 3-82117. 5

2 9-8 4-8 10-8 3-8618. 3

19. 7 9-8 4-8 10-8 5-843

20, 8 9-8.4-8 10-8 6-84 5

9-8 4-8 10-8 6-821. 659

622 0 9-8 4-8 10-8 7-87

overflow

23. End of division ( 1. 6 0 3)

(assume quotient of 4 significant figures is required)

9 3
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The shift operation in the above example (steps 5,11,14)

for the dividend and quotient registers can be deucribed with the aid

of Fig-5-9. The idea of shifting the content of reg.A one digit in

advance is explainer: as follows:

(1) read out the content of reg.A and transfer it parallelly into an

auxiliary register, say, reg.A', which is assumed initially empty.

ThatisAiAi,A2A2etc.

(2) clear the content of reister A.

3) read out the content of reg.A' and transfer it back to reg.A but

with one digit shifted to the right (rig.5-9)i e A1 A2, A2 A3

etc..

(4) clear the content of register A'.

The schematic layout :shown in Fig.5-9 can accomplish the

mentioned idea. In response to the overflow signal of register A

(Fig-5-8), the control signal generator in the Shift circuit will

generate the following control signals:

(1) a series of 10 read pulses) followed by a marker pulse (M.P.),

(2) logic levels AAA' and A'.A to control the content transfer,

(3) clear pulie with sufficient time interval to close switch S (Fig)

3-4) of each decimal counter in the register (A or A') and hence

return their flux state to' 0'.

These control signals will arrive in the following sequence:

(1) Clear pulse to register A'.

(2) A.A'- 1, A' A- 0.

(3) 10 read pulses followed by a marker pulse. These read pulses (via

terminals lb, 2b, etc.) will read out the content of reg.A and

transfer it to the corresponding stages in reg.A' (i.e. A1-.A1.

A1-AI, A2-A2 etc.
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(4 Clear pulse to register A.

5) A' +A- 1, A +A'- 0

t6) 10 read pulses followed by a marker pulse. These read pulses will

read out the content of reg.A' and trar3fer it back to reg.A (via

terminals la, 2a, etc.) but with one digit shifted to the right

lr'ig•5-9)•

Finally, the last marker pulse may he used as the End of

shift signal lr'ig.5-8) to re-uctiviate the D.R.P.G..



VI Conclueior.

Although square-loop magnetic cores have been widely used in binary

systems yet it does not mean that there is no room for them to be used

in multi-valued Pyntems. Experiments show that a square-loop core has

high storage density by utilization of its volt-time integrating

property. Chapter I reviews the available multi-level counting circuits

in the light of requirements for the development of storing decimal

numbers by the core. realization of decimal counting circuit with only

one core in it is dealt with in Chapter I.I. In fact., the circuit is

not limited to decimal operation, it can be extended to coun', any

number of pulses. A simple magnetic theory for prediction of the number

of count:, is given. The theoretical calculations and experimental

results agree quite well. The reversible operation of the circuit is

studied in Chapter Ill and an extension to four stages reversible

counter is described in Chapter V. When using the circuit as memory,

the content, in the core must be sensed out without being destroyed.

A non-destructive readout method is hence given in Chapter IV.

Application in simple arithratic operation is also investigated in

Chapter V. However, the development of the whole system is not yet

completed, and some problems have to be further studied namely,

(1) the oeratin speed of the system, and (2) the selection of core.

About the problem of operating speed, one may rave a first

impression that the operating speed is slower than that of binary

system. Of course, a newly developed system can hardly be compared

with a well established one, but the problem is not so serious when

na 1 nnka n to It. The first reason that one has such an impression
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is the magnetic core used in the research is quite large which accord

ingly requires a large switching time (pulse width). However, this

problem can be solved by using smaller magnetic core. Since smaller

core has a larger ratio of core surface area to core volume, the

hysteresis loss which takes the form of heat can be more readily

removed. This 'by-product' implies a smaller core can be driven more

often than a larger one for the same rise in temperature. Consider

the read-write operation. 10 read pulses are required for the non-

destructive read operation in decimal system whilst only 2 pulses of

opposite direction are required for read and restore in the binary.

This paradoxical argument can be solved immediately by considering

the switching time. r'or binary system, each of the read and restore

pulse must have a minimum width of the order of the switching time Ts

of that core, but that for decimal system is only 1/5 T8 because of

partial switching. hence the read time for both system is the same.

Following the same idea, the average write time for decimal system

is the same to that of binary system although pulses are input serial,

ly in the former case. however, the greatest advantage of decimal

system over other radix system is that no coding and decoding is

required since our daily used data is on base of ten, arid-it will

save a lot of conversion time too.

About the problem of core selection, it can be divided into:

(a) nature of core, e.g., Permalloy and ferrite, and (b) characteristic

of the core, e.g., the squareness of the core8.

The choice between t'e rmalloy and ferrite core i z' an erAdlilee t 1i1tS

problem concerning the difference in properties between them. Some of

their differences are listed below: (ref. 32, 33)
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ferritePerma11 oy

1 . squarenessratio of

higher lower
hvgteresis loop SR

0 . 8 - 1 . 6 weber/ m 2 0 . 2 weber/ m 22 . saturationflux density K
8

10 Amp/ m 80 Amp/ mH3 . coerciveforce
C

300 C460 CT4 . Curie temperature
C

lowerhigher5 . thermal conductivity

higherlower6 . thermal sensitivity

lowerhigher7 . cost

8 x 10- 5 sec . amp/ m8 . switchingcoefficientk 5 x 10 - 5 sec. amp/ m

9 . hysteresisloss per volume

117 joules/ m 3 80 joules/ m 3
per cycle

Dotes 1 . squarenessratio 51 ( is der iced in AppendixI

2 . switchingcoefficientk is defined by :

Ferrite cores are preferable in binary system for their advantages

of low cost and higher switching rate in coincidentcurrent mode of

operation . However , an expensive thermal stablizing system is required

due to their characteristicof higher thermal sensitivity . if decimal

memory system is constructedby utilizing the decimal magnetic counter ,

the coincidentcurrent method will be rejected . So Permalloycore ,

which has a lower switchingcoefficient, can be switched faster than .

ferrite for the same voltage excitation . Moreover , the higher saturation

flux density enables smaller Permalloy cores to be used for the same

flux swing , and the loss per core is consequentlyreduced which enables

a higher repetitive switching rate . The higher squarenessratio of

Permalloy cores implies their constant flux flyback in magnetic

switching. Thus Permalloicores are more preferablein multi - leve l
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storage than ferrite cores. In addition, the hysteresis loop of the

ferrite cores has a round shape At position near to flux saturation,

this will cause miscounting frequently in magnetic counter35.

Finally, it can be noted that the decimal storage technique

developed in this research is another open area in the multi-valued

logic systems. l t may have a challenging opportunity in the future.
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Appendix 1

Simple Magnetic Switching Theory

This appendix is introduced to provide a simple, yet sufficient

analysis concerning the response of a switched magnetic core, in

particular, under the excitation of a constant voltage. For detailed

analysis, references are given at the end of the appendix. Following

tODiCS will be discussed.

1. Mechanism of magnetic switching and magnetic core under

constant force excitation.

2. Magnetic core driven by constant voltage,

3. Magnetic flyback and nonsquareness effect.

1. Mechanism of magnetic switching and magnetic core under constant

force excitation

The analysis of magnetic switching is based on the domain tneory

of the ferromagnetism. Consider a ferromagnetic specimen of volume T

which contains N domains. its net induction with reference to a specified

direction is:

N
P.1 (AI-1)2 B VB

T 1 J JJ

where T. and B. are the volume and induction of the j
J

domain,= is a vector sum.

The magnitude of B is:

1 (A1-la)B T. B. Co8
t 3J

J

where p. is the angle between B, and b (the specified
j

direction).
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To obtain the rate of change of the induction, we differentiate (AI-1a)

with respect to time,

Equ(AI-2) can be interpretated as follow:: the induction change inside

a ferromanetic specimen may he due to:

(i) the change in magnitude of B. of a domain (says, due to temperature

variation),

(ii) the change in domain volume (i .e., by domain wall motion) ,

-(iii) the rotation of magnetization of a domain.

Assume that the envi ronmenta) conditions( temperature and etc.)

d13
may be resulted by either domain wall motion or rotationare fixed,

dt

of magnetization, or both. Since wall motion involves rotation of

spins at the boundary and requires less energy than the rotation of

magnetization, it turns out to be a dominating process in the magnetic

switching.

So the following analysis or the magnetic switching will bases

on the following assumptions:

(1) the flux in a magnetic core reverse through domain wall movement,

(2) the domain grows uniformly throughout the cross section of the

material and the boundary conditions occurs at the surface of the

core are ignored,

C3) the domain boundary move in a speed v proportional to the net

applied field H.,, i .e.,

(AI-3,v- a( Hi- HO)

where a is a proportinal constant

and H is a constant of the material in close relation to
0

the coercive force.
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(4) the domain wall area dependu on the net flux 0,' only. If 5 ie the

total wall area per unit volume. we have:

(P 01) (A1-4)

where (P((I) is a function of flux (core state).

This function may be interpre tested as follows: for small(, as

Hi applies, the domain wall will move outward to increase the

domain volume, which implies is an increasing function for small

,. But this increase continuous until the walls start colliding

with each other, hence 6 decrease after reaching a maximum value.

Thus, the rate of increase of magnetic in the core is

given by:

d
a C V= Ci V Il\ ` (AI-5)

dt

where c is a constant of the dimension of flux, which is

clearly equal to 2y•s since, in the unit of time, the flux

changes from -11C, to +eQ in the volume v5.

Equ(AI-5) together with equ(AI-3) give:

d =' (AI 6)0'c (H_ I ) f( )( i,-H )
dt

where f(T)- ac ((D)

Equ(Al-6) is the fundamental equation for magnetic flux switching.

Although the function f((J)) is quite difficult to determine theoretically

and it depends very much on the shape of the specimen, yet it can be

found by experiment which may be performed as follows: First, excite

the magnetic core with a constant current, which generate a constant
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d '
field Iii ('iin), the rate of flux change in dctected by a Boning in detected by a ben3ing

dt

winding wound on the core. The function f(') is then displayed on the

C.R.U. by applying the integrated sensed output (which is the flux)

to the A input and the sensed output i tse If' to the Y input.

A plot of f( r) for a 1/8 mil 4-79 r..o Fe rinalloy lamination was

given by Chen and Papoulis in the appendix of their paper (reference

A3). The scale is normalized and the function is reproduced here in

The curve is valid for different value of applied field and

different kind of thin core (-1/8 mil), ferrite and }lermalloy.

for practical design calculation, f'(4) shown can be approximated

to be .q semi-circle with equation: (reference A5)

(AI-7

where is the normalized factor of dimension resistance-

length.

Then evu(Al-6) becomes:

(A1 e)

r.quatilon kxl-o., will De u eu in 1, lie 1u11uw1I1ts L1itli.y Jo VV uCUt+1J w

the response of a switched magnetic core.

2. Magnetic core driven by a constant voltage

Consider a magnetic core with input winding of N1 turns anu reds i,

once kl and loaded by a resistor K2 connected across another winding

of N2 turns is driven by a voltage V at the input, as shown in Fig.Al-2.
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f((',)) (norrralized)

1.0

0.8

0.6

4

0.2

Al.

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig.AI-1 The plot of f( ) for a 1/8 mil 4-79 too-Permal_cy

lamination (bs -O.85 weber/m2) can be well

approximated to be a semi-eircle

N1 N2K

k2
1211

Fig.AI-2 A loaded magnetic core driven

by a voltage source
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by application of Kirchoff'e equation to both loope, one obtain:

(A1-9)

(A1-10)

The driving field is then, by Ampere's law:

(Al-11)

where e is the mean length of the core

Substituting (Al-9),(AI-10) and (AI-11) into equ(Al-8), after arranging

terms, one obtain:

(AI-12)

Equ(Al-12) describes the time rate of flux change after the switching

voltage V has been applied.

The solution to the differential equation (AI-12) can be obtalnea

by integrating the left from -1 to x and the right from 0 to t, which

is :

(AI-13)

The switching time (the time required for complete flux reversal)

can be evaluated by putting x- +1 (positive saturation) into (AI=13),
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which gives:

AI-1

Here, we a.e only interested in how the flux changes with time.

A simple interpretation of the flux solution given in equ(AI-13) is

given as follows

'1) Usually a id very large such that a(x+l) is much

greater than arcsin x+ even for the smallest x

in this case, the term arcsin x+ is dropped with respect to

the term ax.

(2) Eou(AI-13) then becomes

(A1-15)

(i .e. hard drive) and(3)

equ(AI-15) reduced to the simplest form:

(A1-16)

th his in fact a direct consequence of 1 araday law

applied to an unloaded core with input winding of low resistance.

uoncluslon:

When the magnetic core is driven by a constant voltage, the rate

of flux change is described by equ(Al-13) in general, and usually, the

approximated solution given in equ(AI-15) is valid, which implies the

flux increment is practically a linear function of time.
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3. Magrie tic flyhaick and non:guarenet3a effect

It is w!ll known that the behaviour of it ferromagnetic material

excited by external field (at low frequency) can be described by the

hysteresis loop. When the core is driven by a series of rectangular

pulses, the hysteresis loop consists of a major loop and a numbers of

minor loops as that given in Fig.2-1. The minor loops formed by mag-

netic flux flyLack occurs at the termination of each applied field is

emphatically given in Fig.hl-3.

The magnetic Ilux i lybacF. is a collective result o1 the elastic

motion of the domain walls and elastic rotation of nagne tic spin. since

there are certain preferred positions for domain walls and di^ections

for magnetization vector which corresponds to a lower energy state,

they return to the nearest stable state once the excitation is removed

and result in the magne tic flux flyback.

In order to analysis the effect of magnetic flyback, a quantitative

parameter-- the 6quareness Ratio (SR) of the core is defined as:

(Fig.AI-4)

21Lc
(AI-17)SR- 1

, 8

From the definition, a core with a squarer hysteresis loop has a higher

5k, and the magnetic flyback is less significant. For an ideal square

loon core. the 5H is 1 and no magnetic flux flyback can be observed.

Using the modified hysteresis loop instead of the ideal one, a

flyback flux is associated with each incremental flux switching. If

tot represents the total flux switched by a single pulse, the flyback

flux (fly) must be subtracted from this value in order to get the

effective flux eff) in response to the applied pulse. This flyback
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flux is related to the SR of the core by:

(AI-18)

Then the effective flux switching for each input pulse is:

(Al 19)

if equation (Ai-16) is valid, the minimum pulse width for magnetic

switching is found to be (by putting

(AI-20)

This equation can explain the case why no effective switching is observed

even when sufficient excitation is applied to the core.

However the analysis given above is valid only for the cores of

high degree of squareness, such as Fermalloy G core where the flyback

flux is found to be a constant (see Fig. -6(f)). But for the Permalloy

F core and most ferrite core, the hysteresis loop is less square that

give a variable flyback flux Yet it can still be approximated

to be a linear function of the flux, and is given by: (reference A6)

(AI-21)

where is the initial flyback flux,

b is a constant,

and ranges from -1 to +1.

In this case, the magnetic switching is nonlinear as long as tot

is a constant.
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Appendix 11

C-rcui ana1ysis For The Manetic Counter

I. quiescent Conditio

Assume that tre leakage current IGBU is negligible, the transistors

and Q2 are identical, the collector voltage and current and base

current for both saturated and cutoff conditions are given by:

(from equivalent circuit shown in Fig.AI1-1)

(All-la)

\AII-lb)

(All-2a)

(All-2b)

(All-3a)

(All-3b)

It is assumed t:iat the gain of the transistors are sufficiently large

to ensure one transistor is saturated while the other is cutoff'.

2. Switching Condition

(a) before the core is saturated

When the input voltage V in is applied to the input terminal, the

effective switching voltage across the winding is Vs, which is given

by: (see equivalent circuit shown in Fig.All-2)

(All-4)
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Vcc

Rc Rc

RB RB

Q2Q1

Fig.AII-l Circuit for quiescent condition

Vcc

Q3

NN
VBE(sat)V

in

RB RC
r

s
i2i1

VDT

(ON)

Fig.AII-2 Equivalent circuit of counter circuit

before the core is saturated

r
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where V `Sat) is the aaturation voltage across the k junction

of transistor q,,

and vDT ia the DC voltage drop acrots the diode and the GE

junction of the saturator during

pulsing.

Assuming the switching transistor Q3 has a low output impedance and

that the switching winding has a resistance of r, the input loop

equation is:

(AII-5 )

Since the core is now loaded by a diode in series with the parallel of

RB and it`, together with the winding resistance r J, the secondary loop

eauation is modified to be:

(AII-6)

whe re V D, is the vo1tage drop on the diode,

and

Using the analysis in Appendix 1, the differential equation is given

by.

(A11-7)

where a

b

x-q/qb ranging from - to +l.and
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The corresponding solution to the above equation is then equal to

equ(AIl-13) in Appendix I with only the constant a and b charge to

the expression as given above.

Taking the circuit parameter of the G core counter as an example:

in which, the fact that is of the order of unity,

=4.99x10-2m and rs= 10 ohm are used.

Even for the smallest x=-r/s = -0.95 (G core)

, so that theis still muchreater than
max

approximated solution in equ(A1-15) of Appendix 1 can be usea, wnlcn

implies:

(AII-8)

To include the flyback flux, the expression of (AI-18) in Appendix I

gives:

then the effective flux change for an input pulse of width T is:

(All-9)
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The number of pulses required to switch the core from -4'13 to

is then equals to:

(A11-l0)

(b) when the core is saturated

After applying the n- pulse q the core reaches its positive satu-

ration which cause the induced e. rn. f. on the windings to collapse.

Diode D, will cease to conduct, thus decoupling winding N2 from the

collector of the OY transistor 4. The equivalent circuit for this

condition is shown in Fig.All-5. The voltage at the collector of the

ON transistor 4, is given approximately by:

(All-l1)

This voltage will transmit to the base of transistor ana, li

large enough, switch it from OFF condition to ON condition. Transistor

q, will be turned off accordingly by the flip-flop effect.
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+VCC

Q3

RC
EE(sat)Vin

rs

RB

isat

rCE(sat)

(OR)

rig.AII-3 Equivalent circuit of counter circuit:

when the core is saturated.

D
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Appendix 11.1

The Magnetic Counter Stability

The experiments snow that about 1 jo tolerance in the volt-time

integral of the input pulse has no effect on the counts in the core.

Taking the four constructed G core counters as an example, the required

pulse width for decimal storage in each is:

pulse amplitude Vm= 5 V

Pulse Width. (u 5)

'1' ToleranceT
maxmin

1.12880GC1 goo

1 .99i887GC2 923

3.591)1010GC3 940

1 .8791033GC4 995

Average Tolerance =2.14

Tolerance=Tmax-Tmin/Tmax+Tmin

The significance of above measurements show that the magne tic

counter has good stability because each stores the same numbers of

count regaardless of the tolerances in pulse width.

Since, from equ.1-5, the change in tine pulbe width is related

to that of the switching voltage by: (assume N1-N2)

(A11I-1)
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Together with the experimental reault,i.e., a tolerance in T even

when the switching voltage Va is kept constant, equtAIII-1 j in

modified to be:

(AI1I-2)

by equ(AI1-4)For the given circuit parameter,

in Appendix 11, the condition 01 stability 01 the magnetic counter

can then be described by the following expression:
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Appendix IV

The Constructed Circuits

The constructed circuits include (1) read pulse generator,

(2) controllableANDgate, (3) Lt 'D indicatorand(4) pulseforme(PF) for eachcountingstage(see f'ig.3-4), besidesthe magnetic

counter.

1. Read Pulse Generatoi

The constructer) read pulse generator can generate 4 bursts of 10

read pulses separated by the marker pulses. The schematic layout and

the output time chart is shown in fig.AIV-l(a) and (b) respectively.

The actual circuit is shown in Fig.AIV-2.

2. Controllable AND Gate

The actual circuit of the controllaole u ii gate or c} court Llrlg

stages) is shown in Fig.AIV-3.

i. LED Indicator

The constructed LED indicator only a oingle ingle input terminal

that the 4 bursts of readout pulses should have to enter serially.

The schematic layout is shown in Fig.Aly-4 and the actual circuit

is shown in Fig.AIV-5.•

4. Pulse Former for counting stage

The actual circuit is shown in Fig.AIV-6.

The photographs for the experimental set up, constructed circuits

(listed above) and the magnetic counter are given in Fig.AIV-7, AIV-8

and AIV-9 respectively.
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Figs.AIV-7 The experimental set uF
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Fig.AI V-9 The magnetic counter
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